Wednesday Afternoon Book Club 2019-2020
Meets on the Third Wednesday of the Month at 1pm

September 18: The Alice Network by Kate Quinn
In an enthralling historical novel, two women—a female spy recruited to the real-life Alice Network in
France during World War I and an unconventional American socialite searching for her cousin in
1947—are brought together in a mesmerizing story of courage and redemption.

October 16: The Dinner List by Rebecca Serle
When Sabrina arrives at her thirtieth birthday dinner she finds at the table not just her best friend, but
also three significant people from her past, and well, Audrey Hepburn. As the appetizers are served,
wine poured, and dinner table conversation begins, it becomes clear that there's a reason these six
people have been gathered together.

November 20: The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
If you knew the date of your death, how would you live your life?
It’s 1969 in New York City’s Lower East Side, and word has spread of the arrival of a mystical woman,
a traveling psychic who claims to be able to tell anyone the day they will die. The Gold children—four
adolescents on the cusp of self-awareness—sneak out to hear their fortunes. A sweeping novel of
remarkable ambition and depth, The Immortalists probes the line between destiny and choice,
reality and illusion, this world and the next.

December 18: Clock Dance by Anne Tyler
Willa Drake can count on one hand the defining moments of her life. In 1967, she is a schoolgirl coping
with her mother's sudden disappearance. In 1977, she is a college coed considering a marriage
proposal. In 1997, she is a young widow trying to piece her life back together. And in 2017, she yearns
to be a grandmother, yet the prospect is dimming. So, when Willa receives a phone call from a
stranger, telling her that her son's ex-girlfriend has been shot, she drops everything and flies across the
country to Baltimore. The impulsive decision to look after this woman and her nine-year-old daughter
will lead Willa into uncharted territory--surrounded by eccentric neighbors, plunged into the rituals that make a
community a family, and forced to find solace in unexpected places.

January 15: A Girl Named Zippy by Haven Kimmel
Named "Zippy" for the way she would bolt around her home, Kimmel's witty memoir takes
readers back to a time when small-town America was caught in the amber of the innocent postwar period, where people helped their neighbors, went to church on Sunday, and kept barnyard
animals in their backyards.

February 19: Washington Black by Esi Edugyan
Washington Black is an eleven-year-old field slave who knows no other life than the Barbados
sugar plantation where he was born. When his master's eccentric brother chooses him to be his
manservant, Wash is terrified of the cruelties he is certain await him. But Christopher Wilde, or
"Titch," is a naturalist, explorer, scientist, inventor, and abolitionist. He initiates Wash into a world
where a flying machine can carry a man across the sky; where two people, separated by an
impossible divide, might begin to see each other as human; and where a boy born in chains can
embrace a life of dignity and meaning. But when a man is killed and a bounty is placed on Wash's
head, Titch abandons everything to save him. What follows is their flight along the eastern coast of
America, and, finally, to a remote outpost in the Arctic, where Wash, left on his own, must invent another new life.
March 18: The Italian Teacher by Tom Rachman
Rome, 1955. The artists gather for a picture at a party in an ancient villa. Bear Bavinsky, creator of
vast canvases, larger than life, is at the centre of the picture. His wife, Natalie, edges out of the shot.
From the side of the room watches little Pinch - their son. At five years old he loves Bear almost as
much as he fears him. After Bear abandons their family, Pinch will still worship him, striving to live up
to the Bavinsky name; while Natalie, a ceramicist, cannot hope to be more than a forgotten muse. By
the end of a career of twists and compromises, Pinch will enact an unexpected rebellion that will
leave forever his mark upon the Bear Bavinsky legacy.

April 15: There There by Tommy Orange
As we learn the reasons that each person is attending the Big Oakland Powwow—some generous,
some fearful, some joyful, some violent—momentum builds toward a shocking yet inevitable
conclusion that changes everything.

May 20: Warlight by Michael Ondaatje
Just after World War II, 14-year-old Nathaniel and his older sister Rachel stay behind in London when
their parents move to Singapore, leaving them in the care of a mysterious figure named The Moth.
They suspect he might be a criminal, and they grow both more convinced and less concerned as they
come to know his eccentric crew of friends: men and women joined by a shared history of
unspecified service during the war, all of whom seem, in some way, determined now to protect, and
educate (in rather unusual ways) Rachel and Nathaniel. But are they really what and who they claim
to be? And what does it mean when the siblings' mother returns after months of silence without their father, explaining
nothing, excusing nothing? A dozen years later, Nathaniel begins to uncover all that he didn't know and understand in
that time.
June 17: American Marriage by Tayari Jones
Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are the embodiment of both the American Dream and the New
South. He is a young executive and she is an artist on the brink of an exciting career. But as they
settle into the routine of their life together, they are ripped apart by circumstances neither could
have imagined. Roy is arrested and sentenced to twelve years for a crime Celestial knows he didn't
commit. Though fiercely independent, Celestial finds herself bereft and unmoored, taking comfort
in Andre, her childhood friend, and best man at their wedding. As Roy's time in prison passes, she
is unable to hold on to the love that has been her center. After five years, Roy's conviction is
suddenly overturned, and he returns to Atlanta ready to resume their life together.

